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1. I~TR00ucTroN 
Throughout this paper, D will be a commutative integral domain with 
identity and K will denote its quotient field. Moreover, if I# (0) and J are 
fractional ideals of D, we denote the fractional ideal of D (J;cZ) = 
{x E K 1 XZC J} simply by (.Z: I), and, as usual, (D i I) by I- ‘, and (I-‘) ~ ’ 
by Z,. An ideal Z is divisiorial if Z = Z, . 
In the first part we connect the concept of strongly divisiorial ideal (cf. 
[lo, p. 3441) with some recent papers by J. Huckaba, I. Papick (cf. [S]) 
and D. F. Anderson (cf. Cl]), also introducing the natural concept of 
“strong” ideal. Proposition 6 shows that the strongly divisorial ideals of D 
are the nonzero “conductors” of D in some overring of D and hence we 
easily deduce (cf. Corollary 8) the existence of a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of strongly divisorial ideals of D and the set of overrings of 
D of the type I-‘, i.e., duals of some ideal Z of D. 
There is a strict relationship between the set of strongly divisorial ideals 
of D, D,(D), and the complete integral closure D* of D. In fact it turns out 
that D* = U {I-‘IZED,(D)} (cf. Proposition 12) and D is completely 
integrally closed if and only if D itself is the unique strongly divisiorial ideal 
of D. Actually, at each step, passing from D to an overring of the type I-‘, 
the set of strongly divisorial ideals gets smaller (cf. Proposition 10). 
Two complementary situations concerning the complete integral closure 
of a domain are characterized in terms of their strongly divisorial ideals. In 
the first case, when (D: D*) # (0) (i.e., D is “nomal,” a terminology 
introduced by J. QuerrC [lo]) the complete integral clousure of D is 
exactly the dual of a (minimum) strongly divisorial ideal Z of D (cf. 
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Proposition 16). We can easily deduce in this case that D* is completely 
integrally closed (cf. Corollary 17) and obtain the Mori-Nagata theorem 
for Noetherian “nomal” domains (cf. Corollary 18). In the other case, that 
is if D is non-“nomal,” we need infinitely many strongly divisorial ideals to 
get D*. More precisely we show that D* can be obtained by appropriate 
direct limits of families of nonincreasing chains of strongly divisorial ideals 
of D (cf. Propositions 19 and 22). The paper ends with some remarks on 
the open problem of characterizing those domains such that their complete 
integral closure is a completely integrally closed domain. 
2. STRONGLY DIWSOR~AL IDEALS 
An ideal I# (0) of D is defined here a strong ideal if II-’ = I, i.e., if 
(I: I) = (D: I). If I is a proper ideal of D, then I& II-’ E D, therefore being 
strong is the opposite to being invertible for the ideal fi moreover if Z is a 
maximal ideal of D, then I is either strong or invertible. 
Note that a strong ideal is integral, in fact, by definitions, II-’ c D. As 
first examples of strong ideals we have the ideals Z such that I-’ = D. 
We can also note that if D is completely integrally closed, then an ideal I 
of I) is strong if and only if I- I = D. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let I be u factional ideai of D. Then I is strong if and 
only if Z = JJ- I, for some integral ideal J of D. 
Proof. If I is a strong ideal of D, then Z is integral and, by definition, 
I= ZZ- ‘. Conversely if Z= JJ- ’ for some integral ideal .Z of D, then I-’ = 
(D: JJ--“) = (J--l: J-l); hence II-’ =JJ-‘(J-‘:J-‘)=JJ-‘=I and I is 
strong. 1 
Remark 2. (a) If F P D is a fractional ideal of D and if 0 # de D is 
such that J= dFc D, then the ideal FF-’ = dd&lFF-’ = dF(dF)-’ = JJ-’ 
is strong. (b) If Z is a strong ideal of D, then ZZ’ = (I: I) is a ring. But if Z-r 
is a ring, then I is not always strong. For instance, taking 
D=k[[X3, x5, X7]], where k is a field, and Z= (X3, X7), then 
Z-‘==k[[X2, X3]] is a ring, but Z-i 3 (I: Z)= k[[X3, X4, X5]] (cf. 
[ 1, Example 3.11). Anyway, if Z is a nonzero radical ideal of D, then Z is 
strong if and only if I-’ is a ring (cf. [l, Proposition 3.3(l)]). 
As in [ 10, p. 3441, we call an ideal Z of D strongly diuisoriul if Z is strong 
and divisorial. 
Remark 3. (a) There are strong nondivisorial ideals: take, for 
instance, a completely integrally closed domain D and an ideal I=JJ-‘, 
where J is a noninvertible ideal of D (e.g., D = C[ [X, Y]], J = (X, Y)). 
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Then, by Proposition 1, I is strong, but it is not divisorial, because 
Z, = (D: (D: JJ--‘)) = (D: (J-l: J-i)) = (D: D) = D. (b) Let Z be an ideal of 
D. By [S, Proposition 2.21, we know that Z-i is a ring if and only if 
I-’ = (I”: I,). Now, with our terminology, noting that ZZ’ = (I,))‘, we can 
say that Z-i is a ring if and only if I, is strongly divisorial. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Z be a fractional ideal of D. Then Z is strongly 
divisorial if and only if I= (JJ- ’ )“, for some integral ideal J of D. 
ProoJ: If Z is a strongly divisorial ideal of D, then, Z is strong and, by 
Proposition 1, I= JJ- ‘, for some integral ideal J of D. Hence I= I, = 
(JJ-I),. Conversely, if I= (JJ-I),, for some integral ideal J of D, then, 
denoting by H the ideal JJ- ‘, we deduce by Proposition 1, that H is 
strong. Hence H-’ = (H: H) is a ring, therefore H, = (JJ-‘), = Z is strongly 
divisorial (cf. Remark 3, b). 1 
Remark 5. If F & D is a fractional ideal of D and if 0 # de D is such 
that J= dFc D, then the ideal (FF-‘), = (JJ-‘),> is strongly divisorial. 
The next proposition gives a new characterization of strongly divisorial 
ideals. We recall that if R( SK) is an overring of D, then the conductor of D 
in R, (D:R)={ XEKI xRrD}= {XED 1 xRED}, is the maximum ideal 
of D that is still an ideal of R. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let Z be a nonzero fractional ideal of D. Then I is 
strongly divisorial if and only if I is the conductor of D in some overring R of 
D. 
Proof If Z is strongly divisorial, then I-‘= R is a ring and (D: R) = 
(D: (D: I)) = Z, = Z, i.e., Z is the conductor of D in R. On the other hand if 
I= (D: R), for some overring R of D, then (I: I) = ((D: R): I) = (D: RI) = 
(D: I), hence Z is strong. Moreover I= (D: R) = D: (D: (D: R)) = I, and Z is 
divisorial. 1 
EXAMPLE 7. If D = V is a valuation domain, then it is well known that 
all the overrings of V are of the type VP, where P is a prime ideal of V. 
Hence, by Proposition 6, the strongly divisorial ideals of V are the nonzero 
conductors (K V,). If P is the maximal ideal of V, then V, = V and we get 
the trivial strongly divisorial ideal (V: V) = V. If P is a nonmaximal, non- 
zero prime ideal of V, then (V: V,) = P. So the strongly divisorial ideals of 
V are V itself and all the nonzero, nonmaximal prime ideals of V. 
COROLLARY 8. There is a one to one, containment-reversing correspon- 
dence between the set R of overrings of D of the type I-‘, for some ideal I of 
D, and the set D,(D) of strongly divisorial ideals of D. 
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Proof: Let a: R -+ D,(D) be the map defined in the following way: if 
R = I-’ E R, a(R) = (D: R). By Proposition 6, a is well defined and surjec- 
tive. If Z;‘,Z;‘ER and if (D:Z;‘)=(D:Z,-‘), then Z,‘=(D:(D:Z;‘))= 
(D: (D: 1~‘)) = 1~ l; hence a is also injective. Moreover it is straightforward 
that, if R,, R,ER, R,sR,, then c((R~)~cI(R~). I 
Remark 9. Notice that distinct overrings of D, R, #R,, such that 
(D: R,) = (D: R2), exist. Take, for example, D = Q + XC[ [Xl], 
R,=IW+X’C[[X]] and R,=@[[X]], then (D: R,) = (D: R2) = 
~a=CC~ll. 
Proposition 10 shows that the divisorial (resp. strongly divisorial) ideals 
of an overring R of D of the type R = I- ‘, for some ideal Z of D, are less 
than the original divisorial (resp. strongly divisorial) ideals of D. Since 
R = I- ’ = (I,) -’ and Z-r is a ring if and only if Z, is strongly divisorial 
(cf. Remark 3(b)), then we can suppose that Z is a strongly divisorial ideal 
of D. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let Z be a strongly divisorial ideal of D and let R = I- ‘. 
Let D(D) (req. D(R)) be the set of divisorial ideals of D (resp. of R) and 
D,(D) (resp. D,(R)) be the set of strongly divisoriul ideals of D (req. of R). 
Then the following map: 
$: D(R) + D(D) 
H -+ (HZ), = (D: (D: HZ)) 
is injective and such that $(D,(R)) G D,(D). 
Proof If $(H)= $(H,), with H, H, ED(R), then (I(/(H): I) = 
(I,//: I). But ($(H): I) = ((D: (D: HZ)): I) = ((D: I): (D: HZ)) = ((D: I): 
((D: I): H)) = (R: (R: H)) = H and, similarly, ($(H,): I) = H,. Hence 
H = H, and $ is injective. Let HE D,(R). To show that $((D,(R)) E 
D,(D), by Proposition 4 it is enough to prove that HZ= HZ(HZ)-‘. But 
HZ(HZ)-‘=HZ(D: HZ)=HZ((D:Z):H)=ZH(R: H)=ZH=HZ. 1 
We recall that a Mori domain is a domain such that each increasing 
sequence of integral divisorial ideals is stationary (cf. [ 11, p. 1951). We also 
recall that a completely integrally closed Mori domain is a Krull domain. 
From Proposition 10, we deduce: 
COROLLARY 11 (cf. [ 12, p. 111). Let Z be a strongly divisoriul ideal of D 
and let R = I-‘. Then, if D is a Mori domain, R is a Mori domain too. 
ProoJ It is trivial to show that the map $ of Proposition 10 sends 
integral ideals to integral ideals and is inclusion preserving. 1 
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3. THE COMPLETE INTEGRAL CLOSURE OF A DOMAIN 
We want now to study the relationship between strongly divisorial ideals 
of D and the complete integral closure D* of D. We recall that an element 
x E K (quotient field of D) is almost integral over D if there exists 0 # de D 
such that dx” E D, for each n E N (cf. [6,§ 131). The set of elements of K 
almost integral over D is a ring, called the complete integral closure D* of 
D. We say, as usual, that D is completely integrally closed if D = D*. 
Let us first observe: 
PROPOSITION 12. Let D,(D) be the set of strongly divisorial ideals of D. 
Then D* = (J (Z-‘~ZG D,(D)}. 
Proof: We note that D* = U{ (F: F)]FE F(D)}, where F(D) is the set of 
fractional ideals of D. Thus D*?U{Z:Z)]ZED,(D)} = U{Z-‘IZEDJD)}. 
On the other hand, if XE D*, then x E (Z? F) for some fractional 
ideal F of D. But (F: F) is an overring of D, hence Z= (D: (Z? F)) is a 
strongly divisorial ideal of D (cf. Proposition 6). So XE (F: F) c 
(D: (D: (F: F)))=Z-’ with IED,( then XE ~J{Z~‘IZED,(D)}. u 
COROLLARY 13 (cf. [ 10, Corollary 41). D is completely integrally closed 
if and only if D is the unique strongly divisorial ideal of D. 
Proof: Let D = D*. If a strongly divisorial ideal Z $ D exists, then, by 
Proposition 12, D C$ ZZ’ ED*, which is a contradiction. The converse 
follows easily from Proposition 12. 1 
COROLLARY 14. Let D be a Mori domain. Then, D is a Krull domain if 
and only if no prime ideal of D is strongly divisorial. 
Proof: If no prime ideal of D is strongly divisorial, then, by [lo, 
Proposition 11, the divisorial prime ideals of D are the height 1 prime 
ideals of D. But, by [ 12, Theorem A-71, in a Mori domain the set of prime 
divisorial ideals coincides with the set P(D) of prime ideals weakly 
associated to principal ideals. Moreover, it is well known that 
D= ~{D,]PEP(D)} (cf. for example [9, Thtoreme531) and so 
D = n { D,]P E X’(D)}, where X’(D) is the set of height 1 primes of D. If 
PE X’(D), then by hypothesis P is not strong and so (D: P) # (P: P), i.e., 
there is an element x E K such that XPC D and XP G P. Hence 
xPD, = D,, i.e., PD, = X-ID, is a principal ideal of D,. Therefore D, is a 
discrete valuation domain. 
Thus D, being an intersection of discrete valuation domains, is com- 
pletely integrally closed, hence it is a Krull domain. The converse follows 
from Corollary 13. 1 
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In order to give a simpler expression of D* in terms of strongly divisorial 
ideals of D, we need the following: 
LEMMA 15. Let I and J be two strongly divisorial ideals of D. Then there 
exists a strongly divisorial ideal H of D such that HE In J. 
Proqf: Take H= ((IJ)(IJ)-I),. We have (D: I) = (I: I) E (IJ: IJ) E 
(D: IJ): (D: IJ)) = (D: (IJ)(IJ)-‘) = (D: ((IJ)(IJ)-I),) = (D: H). 
Thus I = I, 2 H, = H. Similarly, (D: J) = (J: J) E (IJ: IJ) E (D: H) and so 
J=J,?H,=H. Hence HzInJ. 1 
If I and J are strongly divisorial ideals of D, we denote by (IO J) the 
strongly divisorial ideal H = ((IJ)(IJ) - ’ ),, contained, by Lemma 15, in 
InJ. 
PROPOSITION 16.’ The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) For each nonincreasing sequence of strongly divisorial ideals of D, 
{I,lcr~A}, it happens that n{I,lcrEA} Z(0). 
(2) There exists a minimal strongly divisorial ideal of D. 
(3) There exists a minimum strongly divisorial ideal of D. 
(4) D* = I-‘, for some nonzero ideal I of D. 
(5) (D: D*) # (0). 
ProoJ: (l)*(2) If {Ial tl E A } is a nonincreasing sequence of strongly 
divisorial ideals, then (J {(D: 1,)Ia E A} is an overring of D and 
D:U((D:I&XEA} = n{(D:(D:I,))(aEA} = n(I,laEA). Thus, by 
Proposition 6, if n {Ial UEA} # (0), n {Z&E A} is a strongly divisorial 
ideal of D. Hence we can apply Zorn’s Lemma to the set of strongly 
divisorial ideals of D, ordered by the relation 2, and conclude that 
there exists a minimal strongly divisorial ideal of D. (2) =S (3) By 
Lemma 15. (3) * (4) If I is the minimum strongly divisorial ideal of D, 
then for each strongly divisorial ideal J of D, Ic J, hence I- ’ 2 J- ‘. 
So, by Proposition 12, D* = I-‘. (4) =z. (5) (D: D*) = (D: I-‘) = I, # (0). 
(5) + (1) Suppose that there exists a nonincreasing sequence of strongly 
divisorial ideals of D, { I,lcc E A } such that n {IIxla E A } = (0). By Proposi- 
tion 12, D*zU(D:I,)ICXEA}; hence (D:D*)G(D:U{(D:I,)~~EA})= 
f-l {(D: (D: 4)) I a E A } = n {I, 1 a E A }, which is a contradiction. 1 
An integral domain which satisfies one of the conditions of proposition 
16 is called “nomal” (cf. [ 10, p. 3451). Trivially each completely integrally 
closed domain is “nomal.” If D is a conducive (cf. [S]) domain such that 
’ For the equivalence (3)* (5) cf. also [lo, Thkorkme 31. 
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D* #K (e.g., if D is a conducive G-domain (cf. [6, Sects. l-31) then D is 
“nomal.” In particular, each valuation domain of rank < cc is “nomal.” 
We note that if (D: D*) # (0) then D* is a fractional ideal of D, thus we 
easily get the following: 
COROLLARY 11. If D is “nomal,” then the complete integral closure D* 
of D is completely integrally closed. 
In the “nomal” case, we obtain also easily a Mori-Nagata-type theorem 
for Mori domains: 
COROLLARY 18. If D is a “nomaP’ Mori domain, then the complete 
integral closure D* of D is a Krull domain. In particular if D is a “nomal’ 
Noetherian domain, then the integral closure D’ ( = D*) of D is a Krull 
domain, 
ProoJ: The statement follows from Corollaries 11 and 17, because a 
completely integrally closed Mori domain is a Krull domain. 1 
To study the complete integral closure of a non-“nomal” domain D, let 
us consider the non-increasing chains of strongly divisorial ideals of D. If 
{Zol]cl E A} and (J,#E B} are two non-increasing chains of strongly 
divisorial ideals of D, let us set {Z& E A } “equivalent” to {J&I E B}, if 
U(1;‘la~A) =U{.l~11/3~B}. Let 2=, be the set of all non-increasing 
chains of strongly divisorial ideals of D, modulo the previous equivalence 
relation. If 9 E ED is represented by { I,lcr E A }, then we denote by 9 -i the 
overring lJ { 1; i 1~1 E A } of D, that, by definition, does not depend on the 
choice of the representation { Z,l a E A }. 
If Yi, Y*EE~, we say that Yi ~9~ if 9;‘zY;‘. It is easy to check that 
“<” is a partial order on ED and, if .$, i= 1, 2, is represented by an even- 
tually stationary chain {Z,,lai~Ai} with Ii,,,= Ii for ai> cli (i= 1, 2), then 
the relation “<” coincides with the set theoretical inclusion between the 
“stabilizing” ideals, i.e., 9, < & if and only if I, E I,. With this notation, we 
can restate Proposition 12 in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 19. The complete integral closure of D is D* = 
u {f-‘l~~ %I. I 
For a Mori domain we can demonstrate something more precise. 
LEMMA 20. Let D be a Mori domain. Each element 9 of Z, can be 
represented by a countable non-increasing sequence { I,,ln 2 0} of strongly 
divisorial ideals of D. 
Proof: Let 9 be represented by the non-increasing chain {Z,la E A}. If 
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n{Z,lccEA} =Z#(O) then Z=(D: U{(D: Z,)(aeA}) is strongly divisorial, 
z-‘=U(Z,-‘IaEA} and 9 is represented by the countable (stationary) 
sequence {Z,=Z, for each n>O}. If n{Z,laEA}=(O), let {Z,Jr~O} be a 
strictly decreasing sequence drawn out from {la/a E A}. Since D is a Mori 
domain, n Z,“ln 2 0} = (0) (cf. [ 13, Thtoreme 11). We notice that, for each 
Z,, there exists Z,” E Z, for some n 2 0, otherwise n { ZJn 2 0} 2 Z, # (0) and 
thus Z;-‘EZ;~ for some na0. Hence u{Z,-lIa~A}~U{Z~lIn~O}. Since 
the opposite inclusion trivially holds, U {I;’ la E A} = U {Z;‘In > 0} and 9 
is represented by the countable non-increasing sequence {ZJn 2 O}. [ 
LEMMA 21. Let D be a Mori domain. Then (ED, < ) is a left directed set, 
i.e., ifYl, YzEEo, then there exists SE ED such that 2 < Yl and X < Yz. 
Proof By Lemma 20, we can suppose that Yi and Yz are represented by 
countable non-increasing sequences of strongly divisorial ideals { Z,,$r > 0) 
and {Zz,l,ln > 01. Consider the sequence {H,ln > 0} of strongly divisorial 
ideals of D, defined inductively in the following way: 
Hn = Ha - I 0 (II,, 0 Z2.n) for each n > 0. 
Notice that, by Lemma 15, for each n > 0, H,, is a strongly divisorial 
ideal of D such that H,cH,p,nZl,nnZ,,. Thus {H,,ln>O} is a non- 
increasing sequence of strongly divisorial ideals of D such that, for each 
n > 0, H, c I,, (i = 1,2). Let X’ be the element of Xc, represented by 
{H,lnaO}. Since H;‘~ZI,‘, for each na0 (i=l,2) we have X-‘= 
~{H~1~n~0}~~{Z~~1~n~0}=~~~1(i=1,2)andso~~~(i=1,2). 1 
PROPOSITION 22. Let D be a Mori domain. Then the complete integral 
closure of D coincides with the direct limit of the right directed set 
{f-‘I.9 E XD} ordered by inclusion. 
Proof: The family Y = (Y- ’ 19 E ED> of D-submodules of K, field of 
quotient of D, ordered by inclusion is a right directed set, in fact for each 
~~‘,~~‘~~,byLemma21,thereexists~~-’~Ysuchthat4~~~~~~ 
and Y-‘EX~‘. For Y<.Y in ED, define pTX: Y-‘-tY-’ as the 
canonical embedding of Y-’ in Y- ‘. Therefore it is easy to see that 
U {Y-‘~YEE~} =lim{Y-‘If-‘EY}. By Proposition 19, the conclusion 
follows. 1 
Let D be a Mori domain. If ED has a minimal element A’, then, by 
Lemma 21, A! must be a minimum. In this case A? - ’ I> 9- ’ for each 
9 E z:D and D* = A-‘. The following Proposition 23 and Example 24 
show that both eventualities, that is, the existence of a minimum in ED and 
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the non-existence of such a minimum, actually can occur for a Noetherian 
(hence Mori) domain. 
PROPOSITION 23. Let D be a Noetherian domain such that (D: D*) = (0) 
(i.e., D is non-“nomal”). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C, has a minimum. 
(ii) There exists a countable set of generators of D* as a D-module. 
(iii) There exists a countable set of generators of D* as a D-algebra. 
Proof: (i)* (ii) Let us suppose that C, has a minimum element 4. 
Since D is Mori, we can suppose &’ is represented by {H,jn > 0}, a 
suitable non-increasing (countable) sequence of strongly divisorial ideals 
(cf. Lemma20). Thus, D*=Ap’=~{H;‘ln30}. For each n>O, 
(D: H; ‘) = H, # (0), and, since D is Noetherian, then H; l is a D-module 
finitely generated. For each n 9 0, let G(n) be a finite set of generators of 
H;’ as a D-module. Since D*=U {H;‘lnBO}, G=U (G(n)ln>O} is a 
set of generators of D* (as a D-module) and, as a countable union of finite 
sets, G must be countable. (ii) * (iii) It is straightforward. (iii) * (i) If 
D* = D[x, ,..., x,,...], where {x,ln 2 l} is a countable family of elements of 
D*, then the non-increasing sequence of strongly divisorial ideals of D 
{(D: D[x, ,..., x,])ln> l} defines a class J& of XD such that A-1 = D*. 
Hence, by Proposition 19, J%! is necessarily the minimum element of 
xc,. I 
EXAMPLE 24. Consider D=k ({ tf}) [X, (tJX- ti)}], where k is a 
field, CI E A, an infinite set of indexes, { t,lct E A } = { ta } a family of indepen- 
dent trascendental elements over k and X a transcendental element over 
k( { t,}). A direct computation shows that in this case D* = k( { t,}) [X] = 
D[ { t,}]. Following an argument already developed in [4], we can prove 
that for each P, (0) #P E Spec(D), P is maximal and D, is Noetherian. 
Moreover it is easy to see that each non-zero ideal of D is contained only 
in a finite number of primes of D, then we can deduce that D is Noetherian 
(cf. [2, Chap. 7, Ex. 91). It is not difficult to show that D* is not finitely 
generated as D-module. Hence, since D is Noetherian, we deduce that 
(D: D*) = (0). 
As an application of Proposition 23, we can show that X, has a 
minimum if, and only if, the set of indexes A is countable. In fact, if A is 
countable, then D* = D[tl ,..., t,,...] is obviously countable generated as 
D-algebra and hence ED has a minimum by Proposition 23. Reciprocally, if 
ED has a minimum, then by Proposition 23, D* = D[xl ,..., x, ,... ] = 
U {DCx, ..., x,]ln>l}. If, for each n>l, {t,lo!EA}nD[x,,...,x,]= 
{ ta(clEB(n)), then the subset B(n) of A is necessarily finite. Since 
U { DCx, ,..., x,](nBl}=D*=D[{t,IcrEA}], we deduce that 
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U { B(n)ln > 1 } = A, therefore A, as a countable union of finite sets, must be 
countable. 
The natural and interesting problem of characterizing those domains D 
such that the complete integral closure D* is completely integrally closed 
seems till open in general, even though, when D is a Btzout domain, there 
is a characterization based on properties of the group of divisibility of D 
(cf., e.g., [6, Proposition 19.111). We finish with some remarks on this 
problem: 
Remark 25. (a) If D is non-“nomal,” then the complete integral 
closure D* of D can either be completely integrally closed or not. For the 
first case consider, for example, D = k[ { X2” + ’ Y(2n+ “}F= o Y$ D* = 
k[{~Y”},“=,,l g (D*)*=kCX Yl, where k is a field and X and Y two 
indeterminates over k (cf. [6, p. 1333); notice that (D: D*) = (0), otherwise, 
by Corollary 17, it would be D* = (D*)*. For the second one, consider 
again the Noetherian domain of the previous Example 24. As we saw, D is 
non-“nomal” and D* = k( { t,} ) [X] is clearly completely integrally closed. 
(b) The complete integral closure D* of D is completely integrally closed if 
one of the following conditions holds: (i) D is “nomal” (cf. Corollary 17); 
(ii) D* is a finitely generated ring extension of D (in this case it easy to see 
that D must be “nomal”); (iii) D is conducive (cf. [S] and [3]) (in this 
case either D is “nomal” or D* = K); (iv) D is a valuation domain; (v) D is 
Noetherian; (vi) D is a quasi-local domain of global dimension 62 (in this 
case D is Noetherian or a valuation domain or conducive (cf. [7])). 
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